PROCEEDINGS RULES

Submission of articles from SPS2007 attendants is welcome according to the following deadlines and general rules:

- Individual as well as joint articles are expected to be submitted by SPS2007 students not later than June 30, 2007.
- Articles must be sent electronically in Word or LaTex format, using just default/standard styles, to spschool2007@unibg.it indicating the author(s), the title of the article, the abstract and, at the bottom of the front page, all contact references (e-mail, department or company, etc). On page 2 the article begins and page numbering as well.
- Articles will be initially subdivided by the Proceedings editors in two groups to be submitted for publication in the IMA Journal on Management Mathematics (http://imanan.oxfordjournals.org/) or the Central European J. Operations Research (http://www.springerlink.com/content/120083/).
- Articles total length (including front page) is expected to be limited to 15 pages with margins indicated here below in the attached form.
- Submitting authors after a preliminary screening will be informed on the selected Journal.
- The articles will then be peer-refereed by scholars in the field and accepted (with minor or major changes) or rejected. Referees will be required to communicate rejection in the shortest possible time.
- Upon acceptance authors will have to fulfill the Journal required publication formats, to be carefully implemented according to the Publisher instructions (ref to web site).

The two special issues by the IMA Journal and the CEJOR are expected to be published by the end of 2008.
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